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The essence          

                                                                                                                                                                               
Imam Khomeini by emphasising on achievements, presence and continuation of religious 
instructions on unity, caused actualisation of Iranians unity on one hand and on the other hand 
brought vigilance to the Islamic society all around the world. The aim goal of this research is 
explanation and analysing of the subject of National Unity and Islamic Solidarity, method of its 
achievement, its continuation and the scientific procedure towards realization of it in Imam’s 
thought. The conclusion achieved through the previous probes done on the relation between 
National unity and Islamic Solidarity and their methods of realization in Imam’s tracks, 
speeches, and other sources was as the two concepts in Imam’s thoughts originate from his 
Islamic lessons and educations and were extracted from Quranic verses such as “All hold on to 
God’s string and do not be dispersed”(Al Imran/103), and “Indeed the believers are brothers” 
(Hajarat/8) and [also it is concluded that the two concepts] emphasise on a kind of unity of faith 
and belief and they’re exactly realized on the basis of religious and ideological commonalities 
including: One God only(Monotheism), One Prophet, One Book and One Kiblah, also common 
enemy and…while the necessity of resorting to them on the local ground (National unity) as 
well as the field of Islamic countries (Islamic Solidarity) is emanated from a religious and Godly 
duty and a rational reasoning and time exigencies. Lastly the result indicates the mere general 
and specific relation of National unity and Islamic Solidarity in Imam’s thought whereas 
National Unity is postulated as a smaller concept in forming steps of the larger concept of 
Islamic Solidarity and their practical method of objective realization returns to the genuine 
Islamic Identity and revival of pure Islam of Mohammed on the two levels of nations and 
governments. 

 


